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Abstract

Initial research has showd student field-
.

independent cognitive style (FI); as opposed to A-

field-dependent styl to be correlated

moderately with succe seiected second language

7

tasks. A trait -treat m Interaction approach wasl
. 1

utiliihd in this study to examine the role of FD/I

among 236 college students enrolled in six sections

of an introductory Spanish course. The purpose 'bf

the investigation was to determine the significance

of student style, teacher style, and student-teacher

Stylistic,filatch or,mismatch upon L2 achievement.

FD/I was-assessed with the Group Embedded Figures

Test and subjects were then classified as FD or Fl

with a median-split technique. Factorial analyses

rev9aled a significant main effect for student style

in performance on measures of Spanish linguistic (p4.01),
C

communicative (p4.01)., alkintegrative (p4.001) competence.

In each instance the FI gioup'of students exhibited a

superior performance. There-was no main effect for

teacher style nor were there any signifiCant interaction.

effects It was concluded that the. learner factor; FD/I

cognitive siyle, was of more importance in, achievement

than the situational factor of teacher' style. However;

it is tuggested that further naturaliStic; ethnographic'

research be undertaken to examine student-teacher styles

as proceis variables inithe second language classroom

to complement outcome: -- oriented studies such as this one.

1
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Introduction

In drecent years sedonklanguge researcherssecond a echers
4

have attempted to isolateioarticular learner

characteristics
.

and cognitive strategies which

enhance or hinder progress in learning another

'language. Such research has been conducted in

Hives of refining a model of second language

education 'that would promote more successful
,

learning among a greater number of students.
. _

One of the Iearner'factors that has received

scholarly attention is the 4nitive style construct

known ap field dependence-independence .(FD /I):

Field independence, as opposed to field dependence,

has been shown to play a helpful though minor role

in the development of second language proficiency

in a formal environmental'.

While the results of these exploratory iwriesti-

gations suggest that greater field independence is

associated in a modest fashion with better second

language achievement, it is important to consider

4.seyeraI questions when evaluating the role of FD/I

in 'secondrianguage learning. 'Tirst, what is the

significance; edudational as well as statistical, of



the perfoirdince,difference between field-dependent

and fiel&-independent students? -Secondly; does the'.

,learnerYs cognitive style interact,Wfth other factOrs

,1

in the learning situation, such as ,thecteacher'S
/ * ,

cognitive style, to affeCt.achievement differentially?

The pqrpose of this paper is to expldre these' issues
I .

in' elation. to some pertinent data. initially,

however, i,is necessary to ,review backgrbund

information on the FD/I construct, its relationship

/ to education in general and to second language

learnin particular.

Backgrdund

The psircholOgical.term "cognitive style" refers

to variations among individualS in, preferred ways of

analyzing',. or recalling

informatidn and experience,- these gtylistiC,prefei-

ences in manner of thinking ace believed to iiifluehce

human functioning pervasively ii-Ca number of_arRas,-

from tAe,cognitive and affective to ;the termperamental

and interpersonal.2 At.present%Ifield dependence (F5)
-

and field independence CFI) are ,int rpreted respectively

as contrasting tendencies to rel imarily on either

external.or internal frames dt reference in piocesSingl
,

information. Theoretically, field depeiidende fosters

greater skill in interpetsonal'rel4tions; while field

independence nurtures greater cognitive restructuring

ability on various perceptual and intellectual tasks.3
-

l



It is belieyed that FD;lpersons develop greater

/ 4

degree of'.coPnectian etween the self and extern
-

,

stimuli than do FI individdals. This leads-4to an)'

interpefsonal orientation among FD'd t4hich allows

them to .focus on other people for infOrmatiori and,

in turn, to develop compete4ce understanding or

dealing with others. Such traitstas warn-and out-.
I.

going, emojondlly.open, sensitiv? to social cues,'
g

-strongly.interested in or attentile to others, and

a preference for being with People have been

associated with FD, personein thelresearch literature.

- AInterestingly,. simikar traits_hv9 beep, linked to
, _

successfdl second' language learner' .
5

In contrast FI people'are.conqidered to have
4

developed a more definite boundary beteen the inner
4

self and the outer world, leading-to a greater

degree of autonomy, when interacting with others or

executing certain cognitive tasks. Witkin and
. ,

Goodenough in the 'research cited previously explain
4

0: _ .

, /
7

that FI individuals are liable to-be interested in

the abstNact and theoretical; to need psychological

distance from others, and to be leSs sensitive than

FD persons to either their own social impact or the

social undercurrents. of a'given situation. ZescriptorP
- _

such.as cold, aloof, individualigtic;- and'taskr

oriented have" been applied to FI people. Tftis'mo e'

-impersonal.alientation may result in reduced social

skills among relatively FI persons.,
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The Fl proclivity to be ,more autonomous of the

external "field" ivnevertheless thought to- foster

the developMent of tgnitive restructuring abilities
.

useful for certain peiceptual and intellectual tasks.

SuCh mental restructuring may entail altering the

"field" bf available information rather than using

or adhering to it "as given.",,This cognitive analysis

-:

can occur in various ways, such as segmenting on

organized field so' its parts are seen, as distinct

from the background, imposing structure on a disor-

.ganized field, imposing strticture on a disorganized

field or.providing a new structure' which is different

from the one suggested by 'the inherent or external

organization of thelqeld.' For example there is' some

evidence in the verbal realm that FI is related to

greater effectiveness among monaliguals in 4rforming

such verbal processing or restructuring tasks.as

tence disambiguation and deeper-level grammatical .

nstormatiohs. imilar linguistic restructuring

seems involved in learning to manipulate a new language.

appropriately in va ious contexts.

-Since FD/I is believed to affect patterns of

thinking, personality, and social interaction in a

consistent manner, it has been discussed as an educa-

tional factor-which influences classroom behavior and

subsequent achievement. In these discussions 'FD /I

i6 seen as a process variable linked to how students

learn, how teachers teach or prefer to teach, and

the way in which .students and teachers interact.7



learning situation, for instance, FI's, are

likely to employ an hypothesis-testing approach to

'problemso 'VI ng. This is a strategy currently thought

to operate in second language acquisition Processes.
8

.Conversely, FD's tend to display more 'passive,

ispectator-like strategies to acquire information.

When organizing materialIDIs are apt. to rely on the

given, external structure of the material to provide.

(organization and .insights whereasFI's bay use

internalized rules garnered from experience to analyze

or restructure the material being learned. Thus,._

students are thought to .exhibit different approaches

to learning based upon their FIVI'prociivity. These

.differences in learning-strategies are reflect.ed in

the distinction suggested_by Hatch, who categorizes' -L2

_

eitherlearners as "data-gatherers" or "rule-forMers. 9

Iadditiol to influencing learning strategies,

F6/.Ialso has been related to differences in educational-
.

vocational interestS'among college studen'ts.
10

FI

persons, more likely interested in the theoretical

and abstract, tend to select pursuits which require

cognitive restructuring skills but which don't particu7

larly incorporate social content or an interpersonal

orientation' (i.e., natural sciences, mathematics, or

engineering). Contrastingly, FD persons favor vocations

with a more overt interpersonal emphasis, areas where

regular contacts with other people would prevail over

analytical restructuring activities (i.e., teaching,
*;
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-nursing,, counseling, social work)..

Beyond affecting students learning sthes and

-'vocational interests, cognitive style is believed to,

provide a basis for instructional preferences among

-teachers; While research on actual Classroom
4

situations is liMited, the teaching strategies that

FD and FI instructors claim to prefer seem to differ.,11

Firbt, teachdrs vary in their extent of.expressed

interest in interacting with students. FD teachers

favor student participation in setting goals and

directing learning, open -classroom discussions; and

the establiShment of a.werm or personal learning
.1

environment: FI instructors on the other hand,

prefer teacherl-directed learning, structured class

activities, and teaching situations which are less

personal and involve less student-teacher'interaction.

Despite these preferential differences, little

evidence; eXistd that.eitlier style in and of itself

prodtces better 411-around teaching or Iearning;. 12

As well as'looking,at strident style or teat

style as a potent educational variabl-, the interactive
- .

effects of student-teacher~ stylfystic match :9r mismatch

have-also-been-examinedito some extent. This-research'

has generally .dealt with the effect of teacher-.

stuaent Styles,on claSsroom scialinteiracticip more

than with-their effecton learning. The results_

indicate that when students and teachers are matched
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a J

-,for.degree;of FD/I,.they like each other better and

feel a greater interpersonal attraction than when

they-Are mismatched in this regard; This greater

attraction is presumed to be conducive to better

social interaction. Inferences extrapolated to

academic.adhlevement expecta ons should be approached

with caution, since little ev nce has been, gathered.

to indicate whether or not students learn more or less

from instructors who display, a cognitive style similar

to their own.-
(

.

These tentative insights into `the eduCational

'implications of ED/I have been gained by psychologists

over the last twenty:years.- More recently second

language researchers have also shown interest in

cognitive style as a trait t11\ t may affect second

language learning. ,Since the mid-1970's several

studies have addressed the role of FD/I in learning

another language. Basically, these efforts have

attempted to_assess the degree of association between

student cognitive style and performance on a variety

of second language tasks.

Onw:group of investigations examined -ED/I as a
,

vcognitivediseMbedding ability which might affect the

second language -performance of secondary students

studying French-as-a-Second-Language in Canada:

two related experiments Bialystok "and Frohlich con-

eluded that 'ED/I was a we,ak predicator of informal
.

.

. .

and _formal receptive and- productive competence7;
14



An-other study by:Dicker and othIrs fOUnd'FI to 'be a,

.

significant predictor of success on'a general

achievement test, though it nwas-ot so associated

with performance on tests. of readi com2rehension,

15
iistening,comprehension, or oral, roduction:

FI also appeared as a significan learner factor in

the research of Naiman and his olleagues, but here

it was-related to greater succ si.on imitation and

listenin ,comprehension tasks /6 ?idditionailyi this

latter '-esearch proje6t conci ded that FD,and FI

students; seemed to process a d.prodOce-lin4uistic
..

structures iii dAstinct ways

In,a previous article,the presept authdrs examined
r

the correlational. relationship between FD/I add' the

foreign language achievement' of college students in

an introductory:71evel Spanish. class, While

correlationd in. that study were modest;' ranging frot-

s20 to s43 qx;oca), they did suggest that the

variable played a minor rold.in°second language

learning, Field independence wks.found,td be associated

with better linguistic competence a overall

achievement. It was also linked, though not as
4

,

strongly; to theAttainment Of'comMunicatiVe competence

17
in the second language.

The. Problem

V"'

Although these studies on student FD/I and

111

4,

3



second language:.pe"if8rMance repdrted rather mixed

findings, appeari that' the restructuring skills
associated with the' F1 cognitive style are !aseful in

:

acquiring second ,language prOficiency in the class

room setting,. .HoNever, it impottant to ascertain. . _

. ,
the significance of achievement differences betWeen

F1 and -FD students before"traiming the- latter

utilize Fl .strategies or hiefore altering teaching
methods to 'address both types of learfiers more

distinctly. That id, 4 the Aitferepore In achievement
A agreat enough to warrant IpstruationaldadaritatiOns?

secondly, beyond 'student style, the interaction,
.

effects_, on achievement of student;teadher cognitive .

style match or Mismatch...shoilId-be. examined as -a pOssibIe

source of riarying'. succ6ss.' Such an interctional per-:
;spective is helpfUD-when attemptini to Perceive tile

complex relationship beweenliearner."characteristics-,
.

"and contextual, conttraints that may affect' performan-C
a_

a ±'s as. teacher Styiei 18
;: gar instance, do student7

,te&cher c6gnitive- styles interact to infl rice learning

differentIally?
n. an effott to explore these cOncerns, we

performed f'Uither analySes, or the data -used in the

cOrrelAtional stqdy mentioned above. The results of
those additional analyses are the main, focus of' this
article and will be- discussed Nbelow.
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Subjects Sompv236 students enrolled in.

an introducto,ry.Spanish dourS'e at, the University-o

Colcrado and their six,- recitation - section instructors

formed the.sample group for this study.

"The one' serpester bourse was:designed to promote

both Iinci,stic and communicative competence in Spanish,

providing-eAciphasis-on these two-areas through lectUres,

language laboratory'practide,,small recItation Classes,

and textbook-workbOok drills: The"cdurse Met fifty
, -

minuteS.daily, five days per week for sixteen Weeks.:

Twice each week the course coordinator'lectured the

entire group on4rammar. The remaining three meetings,

were recitatioh gegLons, of about twenty students':

each, conducted by graduate teaching assistants.
.

Attendance at the latter sessions was required; Primary.

emphasis in the small clasSes was:given to the

development of communicative competence. As a result
(

Spanish was used extensively and each week coordinated

communicationpradtice was a focUsof the lesson plans.
A
The students were assumed to constitute a repre-

sentative sample of undergraduate.,students in intro -/

ductory Spanish courses at similar universit'ies.

They,.were classified appropriately as beginning learners

of SPahishEtdincd-University regulations prohibit

enrollment in, a first semester course if the language

'was-studied elsewhere. It was accepted that random

assignment to recitation sections had occurred through
I.

1..!)
4,-.)

ti



ordinary registration procedures:(instructors were

unknown upon registration). group of students

was about evenly divided between males and females.

The six recitation-l.section instructors were gil

master's degree candidates in the Department of.

Spanish an:Pdrtd4uese. ,Two2were male.-and.fouir were

female. Their responsibilities included providing

pattern drill on grammar po nts arid facilitating

continual practice in oral communication among

students. All ix possessed a high degree of Spanish

language-proficiency and"-each waS teaching.the course

f6r the first time. The teaching assistantg

however, in the emphasis of their graduate.studies.
.

-

Three were majoring in Spanish language and linguisticse

two emphasised Spanish.literaturei ands one had chosen

Spanish teaching methodology as the rafor field of

study. The tenured professorwhocoordinated the

course and presented the lectures was treated as a

constant in this study.

ResearchlDegign and Procedures_: This research

study was Conceived to explore further the relation-
.,

ship between cognitive style and second language

learning after an initial correlational analysis

revealed a significant and positive correlation

between field independence and foreign language.

achieveent.

. The main conern here was to ascertain how

significant the differerices were between FD and FI

11
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students, and between Students with'FD versus FI

teachers. A factorial, ex post facto research design

was selected to examine-these differences and to

allow examination of any interaction effects as well.

his approach reflects the trait-treatment interaction

perspective elucidateklaCronbach and Snow 19 and

advocated recently by McLaughlin for second language

research.
20 In this instance student cognitive style

.

was the learner trait of central interest while
o

teacher cognitive style was .Efie'Sitational or treat-
tzu

ment vatiable: A nested, two-way, fixed-effects ANOVA

was employed in the data analysis.

The FD/I proclivity of the students and tea6hers
o

.,.

was. assessed by means of the Group Embedded Figures

21 %

,

..

Test (GEFTY. This instruthent requires the subject
N .

to perceive and -outline. a.simple geometric shape
, 7

obscurely embedded within a larger, more complex

drawing. The GEFT score indicates one's ability to

locate relevant information within, ,xxL=. separate it

from, the overall organizational context or,"fieid."

In theory, the restructuring. skills elicited by :this

visual task are also utilized when performing similar

cognitive operations in the verbal or Symbolic realm.

A median-split technique classified both students and

teachers as FD or, FI according to obtained GEFT score.

This procedure Was used instead of an extreme-groups

division in,order to include a larger number of students

and all six recitation instructors.
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The dependent variable in this design was degree of

foreign language proficiency achieved during the one
4

semester course. General proficiency was separated

into three' aspects. of language ability: 1) linguistic

competence, or the ability to manipulate basic struc -.

tural units of Spailish, measured by,scores on a com-'

Prehensive,-discretePoint achievement test (Final

Exam), 2) .coMmunicatiVe competence,.or the ability to

give and receive oral messages in Spanish, assessed

by teacher' ratings of oral proficiency derived from )7

_student perkormarice on weekly classroom oral communi-
.

cation tasks.(dial Evaluation), and 3) 4ntegrAtive

competence, or-the combined linguistic and contextual
2

proficiency of the-student, observed by scores on a

,multiple-choice Cloze Test.22

Results'.

The findings of the analysis of variance proce-

dures will be disCussed in relation to the questions

posed at the outset. The nested,,two7way ANOVA pro-

:

.duced rather complex tables. Those tables are not

included here since they involve other factors not

discussed in this paper. They are available upon
(\

request from the authors; Tables -1 -3 illustrate the

differences in group means highlighted by the factorial

analyses.
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Insert Tables 1-3 about here;

First; there was `a significant main effect among

the students sampled for the student cognitive style

factor on each crkterion.of\Spahish skill: Final Exam

(0%01), Oral Evaluation (p.01), and Clore Test (p.001).

That_is, there was a significant difference in performance

between the FD and FI student gro s. In each instance

the FI student 'group displayed a statistically signif2cant

higher level of achievement.

Secondly, there was no main effect in anf of the.

analysis for the instructor "cognitive\style factor: In

other words, there were no important differences in student

,achievement on any of the Spanish measures for students

with-FD. vetsus "PI instructors.

Thirdly, no significant interactions 'Ivere found

between student-teachercognitive -style and subsequent.
0

performance on any of the languagejDroficiericy instruments.

Wensibly student-teacher FD/rb match or mismatch did not

produce a notably distinct effect on student achievement.

Discussion

Given these statistical results it seems that, in

answer to he first question posed here, student cognitive

style does make, a significant difference in foreign

language achievement among the group of studeAs examined
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in this.study. It is perhaps- even more noteworthy to

point'out that the PI student group scored more than

'1/3 of a standard deviation (s.d.,1 above.the FD group

on ,each measure (see Table 4). This magnitude Of dif-

fe'rence is considered by evaltat.ion methodologists to

indicate an educationally, as oppoSed to statistically,

CA

significant d fereAt in degree of learning.
23

Thu ,

FI restructuring abilities apparently do contribute to

more successful linguistic, communicatiye, and integrative.

performance in a formal Spanish course at the univerity,

level.

Yet the findings should be approached with some

utiqn. Sincsinstruotor was treated as a flexed, rather
4

n a random,factor, the resultS-Can only be, discussed

in terms of the people who participated in this study.

Such-arlanaly is is necessarily 'the initial-and most
,

'-modeStiapproach tb assessing factor significance. However,

it, rtakeb, it difficult to generalize these-'findings broadly.

Another shortcoming in..interpretation regults froM the

lack.of comprehensive statistical control for the subjects'
. .. i

__._ -,_
. i T

Verbaliquarititative, and spatial;intelligence This makes

. analysis.ot therelationship between FD/I and Wiievemegt_
.,

. . .

-less precise than if such intellectual aptitdde information
.

were Available.
A

.

4 Although student cognitive style did influence

'degree of learning in this analysis, teAcher cognitive'

style did not do so in any significant fashion

-were there any interaction effects betwe6n teacher style
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And student-Style that affected performance significantly.

Since particular teacherstyle-as well as conditions, of

.matching/mismatching students and teachers for style pro-

duced no notable differences in achievement, the results

imply that'the learner factoi wd's of far greater import

in this investigatiOn than the teacifer, or situational,
, .

.

factor This may have resulted from the'fact that the

-teaching and :testing requirements were quite structured,

precise, and uniform across all classes, bringing forth
A

C

instructional behaviors which did not reflect a' teacher's

more habitual or natural style. Or, perhaps the instructors

indeed 'taught differently, but to no consequence in producing

variOrstudent performance. In as much as-observations of

actual class'room teaching st4e were' riot part of this in-,
t

'vestigation, no comment can be made about what teachers

actually did T their recitation sections. Ethnographic
r ,

andAnteractional7analyses of classroom processes. might
e

shed more.light On:the role of teacher style; Teacher FD/I
-=

cannot be assumed to haveno bearing on student outcome o;
s

Achievement as a contextual variable until the context Can

be described more-thorodghly.

"sEven-though'no statisticallyLsignifiCant interactions

occurred between- student- teacher cognitive styles, it'is

interesting to.look at the mean per orTance:of fOur sub=

groups of students. (FD female's, FI toltalesi Mmalqpt°
_

and. FI males) with FD or FL instructors.- in Figures' -3

Insert Figures 1-3 about here
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1
. ,

it can' be seen that the FI female group consistently

attaineethe highest achievement, with FD or FI instructors

(though they regularly' did better with FI instructors), On

the Final Exam and Oral Evaluation the FD fema,le group had

the next,highestperformahce record, followed by FI males,

and both groups did slightly be'tter with FD instructors.

Performance contrasts on the Cloze Test were somewhat dif-

ferent. In 'this case group mean scores didn't vary as
, )

much by type of instructor; and the FI student groups, both

male and female, performed better than the FD groups. The

FD male group repeatedly performed at the lowest level on,

Moreover, they per-all three indicants of Spanish skill.
.

.formed:less satisfactorily with FI than with FD instructors.

The contrast in performance between FI females and FD males.

:With FI instructors was continually the most marked:relation-

Ship noted.' For example, on the Final Exam and Oral Evalua-
,

tion, FI females achieved a group mean which was more than

one's.d. higher thari the mean of the FD male group with FI

instructors; This 4.s a very noticeable difference indeed.

Several speculative comments come to mind about these

subgroup differences. First, the course demanded a rigorous

pace from the students, combining as itz.dia the traditional'
-

expectations of grammar learning with oral' comunicatia2-.

requirements_ This meant -that more Material_wes.aatually

;' included in the curriculum: As a result, a great deal of

responsibility was placed on the students to study. independ-

ently and to synthesize material continually. Apparently

the:FI female group was able to do-this most effectively.



his may have\ resulted ftom a'fortuitous tombination of

cognitive restructuring ability, intelligence, and good

study habits. Interpersonal factors may also have.come

into play.

On the other hand, the FD male group seemed to have
/

real difkiculty meeting the course expectations, especially

with FI instructors. Further research might'help,explain

if this was related to interpersonal relati ns'in Athe ass-

room environment. For instance,,the FD male group did .

perform slightly bette With Finstructors (as did the FI

female group with FI i tructors). Thus, matching for

cognitive style may have promoted better interpersonal com-

#
munication which in turn m y have led to higher motivation

or more "tutoring"activities between.students and teachers.

Once again, ap ethnographic or interactional research study

might clarify this issue.

It is of interest that the three instructors cate-
;

gorized(as,FD includedthe two Spanish literature majors

and the one who had chosdn Spanish teaching methodology

Ss a field of study. ,TheFI instructors 411 wer,majoring
. `

in Spanish,lahguage and linguistics, These differences in

academic specialization, which may be related to FD/I pro-:

clivity, perhaps affected the class environment and emphasis

of the recitation sections. The FD instructors may have

_: created a warmer, more hospitable '-setting, and may not have
. .

stressed grammatical analysis to the same degree as FI

chers.

Lastly, student cognitive style appeared to influence

19,
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perforffiande more Overtly.on the ClozeTest than on the

other measures. Heie the FL students did better regard-

,

less of teacher style or student sex. It seems likely.
_ -

that the Cloze Test involves cognitive restructuring

abilities much more directly than the-other two instru-

ments, the Final Exam and Oral Evaluation.

Conclusions

The research discussed here examined the role of

FD/I cognitive style inl foreignlanguage achievement. In

brief, the results showed.a significant difference between

FD and FI college students on three types of Spanish pro-

ficiencyl linguistic, communicative, and integr4ive. The

FI group displayed a notably higher level of achiev,ement

in each instance.' There were no significant interactions

betwen student-teacher cognitive style and Spanish, achieve-

ment. However, a becondary.examination of the data revealed:

that the-group of FI female students consistently scored at

the highest level with either FD-orFI instructors while
.

the Fp male'group repeatedly evidenced the lowest level of

attainment. Therefore, in this study, it can be concluded'

that the learner's FD/I cognitive style was of the teacher's

cognitive style; As noted previously, though, instrUctor

style maynot have been operating to a°great degree in

theS8 classes. Further, the admitedly complex process of

second language learning necessitates examining mori

variables than were incorporated in this project.

It should also be noted that)student cognitive

ti ti.
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style was found to be an educationally-significant factor

in second language .achievement. 'The performance, of FI

versus FD student4,differed noticeably (by 1/3 of a s.d.)

and thpir/reiative Positions were siMilar,on all three

tests of Spanish proficiency.. They FI 4rdup repeatedly

performed above the total: 'group meanwhereas the FD group.
,

' egularly scored belqw that point. Yet the atoant that -

each group deviated from the total mein was not extreme.

- ._

In terms of a normal distribution, each group varied less ,

thaone s.d. from the total mean on, the criterion measures.

Both' cognitive style groups perforimed towatd'different
,

ends - ,.--
, .

'of the middle range (- 1 s.d...). Fdr example, in .terms. of './

letter-grade equivalents on 'the Final Exam, the overall .

.

class average was C while the Fr and FD group, means ifete;:;* ".,

C + and C- reepecti4ely. :The, conclusion. of theinvestiga- -:

tors is that:FD/I=styles do affect foreign language achieve-
,

ment in the formal-e:etting in m dest but eduCationally
k

significant `fashion. An. eictrem -groups research design-
.

might, lend further "support for his'conclusionp

Moreoyer, the disquietix pattern of markedly .

e

lower achievement for the FD 'ma e students with FI,

instructors, though not analyzed statistically,2suggests'

/that. cognitive style may influence performance. in a more.

subtle way than can'' be discerned, from this outcome-oriented

study: The FD males appear to be having scholastic
n ,

difficulty in a college ,foreign language course, and,this
' -

, (
-

warrants further investigation inta how they
I

learn .and how
. . . : . r

4.
they are, taught.` Such ptocess' repeatch is needed prior to

.

,



), or. in conTunbtion with examining Whateducation

mightimprove t eir performance.

Future research, then, should address FP/I

pioCess variable affecting,b0th 'student and teacher educational
. .

andsocial patterns in the classroom.'.. Data should.be gatildred

-21-

1 techniques

about the actual learning and teaching strategies used by FD
.

-'Versus Fl persons, as well as about.their linguistic, cont

municative and social interactions24: For instance, do Fl

:students Study ,Indepefidently to greater benefit than FD
. . ',.."'H

. .
....

, .

stuae44t?' Do FD students mpre easily rely-on FD teachets-.

,

.

,v (. /..

'for role-modelt.ot for extra help?' Do FD and FI teachet$
'-'

.

treat the 'same material :in a different manner? Natura i.stic

research into the rocesse of lernin and teaching mightprocesses learning
1

ultimately provide answers to theseguelions,_

V

Asecond issue, raised by these findings'is whether

'or not college curricula really stress and evaluate both.

'-linguistic and communicative skills to the equal degree

implied i,Contemporery literature. The restructuring

,

skills associated.with FIB appear to be useful in all areas.
k ;

of L2 competence among the students examined here. Since

the social and' interpersonal. communicatiire abilities linke&

t .FD do .not seem as clearly helpful; perhaps the latter
r-

-t:
'11;

are ri9t being called forth in any important way in the:A.

classroot. -That is, linguistic acuity and manipulative

:;

skill Mali,still be given more significance in texts, class)

.activtiet,' and assessment& than social and interpersonal

-.:.communicative competence. Then, too, FD and FI teachers

may 'plane a different emphasis on linguistic versus
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communicative' competence within a general turri4ulum.

The educational process type of research recommended

above. may aseist. in Clarifying these points as well.

The research reported hpre suggestietlp conclusion,

that studpnt and teacher differences in field-dependent-,

independent, cognitive styles deserve further study. as a

factor whi'ch4may affect both the*second language learning

process and the achievement outcome.

r
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,TABLE 1

FINAL'EXAM* GROUP MEAN sOcii4s

Group Letteir- r,

grade

Fl Student s
.

?D Student's
80.8**
74.8 C= 112

Students with FD,Instructors 78.4 C 115
Students with FI Instructors 77.2 C -119

'FI Students with FI. Instructors 011.1 C+ 60
FI Students with .FD Instructors ;480.4 , C _62
FD Students with FD 'Instructors :',76:3 C 53
FD Students with Ft Instructors 73.4 D+ 59

FD = field dependent
FI = field independent
n = number df cases, r

*Total .Group (C); s.d. 14.44.

4



ORALE.V.A4OATION* GROUP' MEAN SCORES

croup

FI Students'
FD Students

54.1**
49.8

123
112

Students with FD InStructors 51.9 116
Studehts with FI; Instructors 54.9 119

.

FI Students with FI Insiructors 55.0 60
FI Students with FDInstructors 53.1 63

° .°
FD Students with FD Instructors
FD Students with FI Instructors

50.8
';48.9

; 53
59

FD' o field dependent
pi a field independent
n = number of cases

4

',.*This_wascalculated' as a T-score,for each student:
standardized mean 50vaid.



TABLE 3

CLDZE TEST* GROUP MEAN SCORES

Group n

PI Students
FD Students

Students with FD Instructors
Students with FI Instructors

30.40**
28.00

29.13
29.22

107
114

114
107

FI Students with FI.Instructors 30.8 55
FI Students with FD Instructors 30.0 -61
FD Students with FD Instructors 28.3 53
FD Students with FI Instructors 27.7 52

FD = field dependent.
FI = field independent.
n = number of cases

, -

*Total Group.Mean =*29201 = 5.05



MIME 4

Group Differences in Relation to

- .

Standard Deviation(s;d;)

Measure 1/3 s.d. Difference between
FD and FI groups

Final Exam

Oral Evaluition

Clete TeSt

4.76

3.33

1.67

6.0

4.3

FD \= field dependent
= field independent
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Figure

Graph of Final Exam Group Mean Scores of FI/FD
Males and Females by Type of Instructor (FD or FI)
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F1 .malet 49.8'

FD maw 47.5

53.9
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FI Males
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'50;8
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Figure '2

Graph. of Oral Evaluation Pop Mean Scores of FI/FD
Malls and Females by Type of Instructor (FD br FI)
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FD Females 28..3'.
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30:3
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).28.2

29.7

31.8.
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Figure 3'

Graph of Cloze Test; Group Mean Scores ofFI/FD_
Males and Females by Type of Instructor (FD or FI)
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